
Great Chart Primary School 2021-22
STRATEGIC PLAN

“A great place to discover and learn”
Our vision is to create a school community where children participate, succeed and are proud of their achievements. We strive to

actively promote British values and prepare our children to become role models, thus preparing them for life in modern Britain. It is
our belief that children come to Great Chart Primary School to be happy, successful and to be the best they can be. Our core values are: Respect, Aspiration,

Responsibility, Resilience, Independence and Kindness.

The school development plan for 2021-22 is a single plan for improving outcomes for all pupils.  It follows the school’s most recent self-evaluation, the priorities of local
collaborative groups with which the school is involved and the Local Authority. In generating this plan the views of staff, governors, pupils and parents have been sought.The
school development plan should be read in conjunction with subject action plans and other specific plans. There are many procedures and practices that are already
embedded into our school routines and are therefore not always explicitly mentioned in the school development plan. These include a comprehensive monitoring
programme, termly pupil progress meetings and a planned programme of staff and SLT meetings.

Main Whole School Priority

● Continue the recovery process to ensure ALL pupils are provided with opportunities to achieve

Success Criteria:
● All pupils achieve and progress in all curriculum subjects
● The gap between the achievement of disadvantaged pupils (including SEND pupils) and their peers is narrowed

1. Ensure ALL pupils experience Quality First Teaching and are provided with opportunities within the whole curriculum.

Success Criteria: All pupils regardless of ability or social background have the same opportunities to achieve and progress in all curriculum subjects, through
quality first teaching, targeted support and intervention and opportunity of provision. Children make good progress against their starting points and gaps are
narrowed between lower attaining pupils identified at the beginning of the year and their peers.

Led by: SLT/ Phase Leaders/ Subject Leaders & Co-ordinators
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Steve Ive? / Peter Mutabaruka
Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes
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SLT to identify where catch up
opportunities and strategies are
needed:

● Split Y5 and 6
● NELI in EYFS/ extra TA support

in EYFS
● Extra TA support in Y3 until Dec

2021
● Extra tuition

Formative assessment is used
effectively to inform planning and next
steps for pupils. This also includes
reviewing the Feedback policy.

Pupils have greater access to feedback
to improve their understanding of how
to further improve where possible via
smaller classes in some year groups
and high quality interventions/support.

Subject Leaders/ coordinators to review
progression of skills across the school
to ensure NC PoS are covered in all
year groups. Opportunities for subject
leaders to develop their subject across
the school via CPD/ staff meetings etc

Review curriculum plans termly to
ensure the needs of all learners are met
through the adaptations made.

Incorporate the use of the outside
space into learning opportunities,
including the local area

SLT to review the quality of education
across the school through a termly
monitoring schedule.

Develop wider opportunities for all
pupils including links with the
community, competitions, clubs, trips
etc

Increase economic well being for all
year groups including developing life
skills

Subject Leaders/ coordinators to review
and evaluate the quality of education
within their own subject areas (CPD
support/ Phase Leader support)

Develop subject specific vocabulary
and the use of STEM sentences
effectively

Ensure the most vulnerable pupils
(SEND and disadvantaged) have
access to high quality teaching. Staff
have a good understanding of the
Mainstream Core Standards and are
able to refer to and use these strategies
to support their teaching.

Subject Leaders/ coordinators to be
ofsted ready

Timetabling reviewed to meet the needs
of the all learners and the curriculum

Review the organisation in Y1 to reflect
the EYFS curriculum/ Y1 curriculum
and the needs of the pupils.

Progress and Impact:
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Term 2
Catch up identified for Y5 & 6, NELI for EYFS and extra TA in EYFS, extra tuition
Whole School curriculum review carried out and timetabling discussions had
Jayne True (IA) Ofsted ready training

Term 4

Term 6

2. To ensure standards in Reading improve by placing reading and books at the centre of the curriculum.

Success Criteria: Standards for all pupils across the school improve and a whole school strategy for reading for pleasure is implemented and sustained.

Led by: English Leaders -Sarah Cadman/ Paul Birch
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Tony Parish / Ronnie Manek

Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes

Review of the effectiveness of our
reading offer throughout the school.
Identify ways in which reading can be
placed at the centre of the curriculum.
Review and update the English Policy.

Develop the reading environment
throughout the school eg classroom
reading areas, outdoor spaces, halls,
book sharing huts
(long term plan- to reinstate the library)

Develop processes to celebrate reading
within classes and across phases.

Promote reading for pleasure by giving
allocated time each day, either
individual reading or a class reader.

Develop parental engagement in the
reading process

● Reinforce our expectations at
the beginning of the year

● Drop in/ information sessions
● Reading for pleasure at home
● Develop new reading record

books

Continue to develop a range of reading
material for pupils:

● Phonically matched books
● Review Letters and Sounds
● KS1 reading books- Rigby Star
● Extra copies of class readers

for pupils to borrow
● Promote class reading time

Ensure pupils in EYFS and KS1 who
require additional intervention for
phonics/reading so that they are able to
keep up with their peers.

Provide reading prizes to reward pupils
for good work etc. to raise the profile of
reading.
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● Parent readers in school

Ensure reading is developed across the
curriculum

Develop reading for pleasure
competitions

Develop reading for pleasure
throughout the school including
organising a visiting author for KS1 and
2.

Progress and Impact:

Term 2
Reading review carried out to identify strengths and areas to develop
Visiting author June 2021- Steve Clifford
Outdoor library created from Term 6

Term 4

Term 6

3. To ensure the school re-engages with parents providing them with the necessary information, advice and guidance to support their child, through
targeted support for ‘hard to reach’ families and whole school initiatives

Success Criteria:  Parents are kept well informed about their child’s achievement and are able to support them effectively. ‘Hard to reach’ families are provided
with targeted support to ensure they can offer support to their child. Children make good progress against their starting points and gaps are narrowed
between lower attaining pupils identified at the beginning of the year and their peers.

Led by: SLT/ Phase Leaders
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Sally Windle / Chris Gibbins
Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes
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Review parental engagement by
conducting parental surveys- how can
we develop how we support parents in
order to support their child- surveys,
parent voice etc

Develop opportunities for parents to be
informed about their child’s learning:

● Open sessions
● Google classroom

Develop opportunities for parents to be
‘upskilled’ in order to support their child
effectively

● Books and biscuit sessions
● Curriculum workshops
● Virtual sessions
● Afternoon tea
● Adult education sessions
● Parenting sessions

Develop ways to engage with hard to
reach parents

Class teachers to identify hard to reach
families and consider ways to involve
them in their child’s learning

● Parenting sessions

Review the way social media is used to
focus on learning within our community.
Develop a platform to effectively
engage with parents to ensure a focus
on learning is a priority with our parents.

Progress and Impact:

Term 2:
HT/ DHT- social media course. School working with a Maidstone Secondary School to develop parental engagement with social media
Parent survey sent out- use of social media

Term 4:

Term 6:
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4. Support the Physical and Mental Health and Wellbeing of staff and pupils, enabling them to become increasingly more resilient, independent and
confident

Success Criteria: Pupils and staff continue to be supported effectively. Children who have experienced loss, trauma and anxiety as a result of the COVID 19
crisis are able to use a range of strategies to support them to deal with their emotions and feelings. Pupils and staff become more resilient, confident and
independent.
Led by: AHT/ PHSE Leader
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Beverley Walsh / Sally Windle
Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes

Develop a staff working group to review
the effectiveness of our current
wellbeing processes. Implement agreed
suggestions.

Continue to develop 6 ways to
wellbeing days

Continue to develop the PHSE
progression of skills and also a key
question for each area of learning

Monitor attendance of all groups to
ensure pupils attend school regularly.

Plan staff wellbeing activities throughout
the year:

● Visioning Day- Team Building
● Christmas
● Summer Term

Introduce and implement the new RHE
curriculum

Continue to use the language of the
Zones of Regulation to enable children
to identify how they and others may be
feeling. Consider the various tools to
enable pupils to stay in/return to the
Green Zone so that they are able to
focus and learn.

Use learning walks/observations and
pupil voice as opportunities to monitor
behaviour for learning.

Conduct a workload/ wellbeing audit
during the year

Ensure pupils are kept safe both inside
and outside of school through our
safeguarding procedures

Ensure pupils’ well being remains a
priority focus throughout the school
through our pastoral systems in school

Progress and Impact:
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Term 2

Term 4

Term 6

5. Promote inclusivity and celebrate diversity by continually striving to create an environment which is free from harassment, bullying, unlawful
discrimination and victimisation,  requiring our whole school community to respect differences, to place value on individual contribution and to have
no tolerance of prejudice

Success Criteria: Equality and diversity is embedded throughout our school so that all members of our community feel valued.

Led by: SLT/  PHSE Leader
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Chailean Dottin-John / Stuart Fitch

Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes

Establish a group to audit the whole
school culture: Governors, staff, parents
and pupils in order to review how the
school promotes and celebrates
diversity

Review how diversity is celebrated and
promoted in all curriculum areas
including within displays and resources/
books used.

Review the PHSE curriculum to review
how pupils value the right of individuals
to their own lifestyle and beliefs. Review
opportunities for children to express
and communicate their views, feelings
and emotions, as well as to listen to
others

Review the PHSE curriculum to
evaluate how effectively differences are
acknowledged, discussed, respected
and valued

Progress and Impact:

Term 2

Term 4
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Term 6

6. Through adapting to the changes in the EYFS curriculum, create an enabling environment to develop communication and language and to meet the
needs of ALL pupils, putting the child at the centre of the curriculum.

Success Criteria: Children are accessing a broad range of activities in child initiated learning and most children display strong characteristics of effective
learning. Communication and language opportunities have been developed within an enabling environment to meet the needs of ALL pupils.

Led by: EYFS Leader
Monitored by: SLT
Link Governor: Stuart Fitch
Budget:

Leadership & Management Quality of Education Personal Development Behaviour & Attitudes

Implement the new EYFS curriculum
and baseline assessment

Review learning opportunities
throughout the year to ensure the
needs of all pupils are met

● Planning
● Timetabling

Continue to focus on the Characteristics
of Effective learning for all pupils

Introduce and develop routines and
expectations including zones of
regulation.

Continue to develop the learning
environment to ensure communication
and language opportunities are
developed effectively:

● Learning environment/
Resources

● Curriculum
● Adults

Continue to develop opportunities to
promote and celebrate diversity:

● Home corner
● Festivals
● Stories

Ensure pupils’ well being remains a
priority focus throughout the school
through our pastoral systems in school

Develop the outside area to ensure all
areas of learning become a focus.

Review parental engagement by
conducting parental surveys- how can

Develop opportunities for parents to be
informed about their child’s learning:
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we develop how we support parents in
order to support their child- surveys,
parent voice etc

● Open sessions
● Google classroom

Develop opportunities for parents to be
‘upskilled’ in order to support their child
effectively

● Books and biscuit sessions
● Curriculum workshops
● Virtual sessions
● Afternoon tea
● Adult education sessions
● Parenting sessions

Class teachers to identify hard to reach
families and consider ways to involve
them in their child’s learning

● Parenting sessions

Progress and Impact:

Term 2
EYFS staff have received new curriculum training

Term 4

Term 6

Record of Governor Monitoring

Priority Governor Monitoring Activity Date

Ensure ALL pupils experience Quality First Teaching
and are provided with opportunities within the wider
curriculum.
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To ensure standards in Reading improve by placing
reading and books at the centre of the curriculum.

To ensure the school re-engages with parents
providing them with the necessary information,
advice and guidance to support their child, through
targeted support for ‘hard to reach’ families and
whole school initiatives

Support the Physical and Mental Health and
Wellbeing of staff and pupils, enabling them to
become increasingly more resilient, independent and
confident

Through adapting to the changes in the EYFS
curriculum, create an enabling environment to
develop communication and language and to meet
the needs of ALL pupils, putting the child at the
centre of the curriculum.

Governor Year Group Visits
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Year Group Governor Date Focus
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Term 5

Term 6

Monitoring Arrangements- How the School Plan will be monitored- Monitored by HT, SLT, Leadership Team and Governors

Monitored by: Termly Seasonally Annually

Overall quality of teaching judgements formed from:
Lesson Observations/ Visits
Planning Monitoring
Book Scrutiny
Assessment moderation

SLT/ LT Y

Data capture and evaluation/ PPM reviews SLT/ LT/ Govs Y

External Teaching Reviews SLT/ Govs Y

Appraisal Cycle SLT/ LT/ Govs Y
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Pupil Voice SLT/ LT/ Govs Y

Governor Monitoring Visits Govs Y

HT report to Governors Govs Y

Subject Leader Impact Reports SLT/ Govs Y

Attendance Reports to Governors SLT/ Govs Y

LA Improvement Advisor Visits SLT/ Govs X 2 per year
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